
Pacific States University 
ONLINE LEARNING READINESS ASSESSMENT TEST 

 
Student Name:__________________________ 
This Online Learning Readiness Assessment Test is to test yourself for Online course 
readiness before deciding whether you wish to continue.  The result of this assessment 
test will predict whether you are the kind of person who will do well in an Online course 
or not. 
 
Please answer the following Yes/No questions.  The result will show you a pretty fair 
idea about how suited you are to Online learning.  Good luck! 
 
SECTION A 
If you answer YES for all four question, you will pretty much succeed at online learning. 
 
1. I have access to a personal computer and the internet connection. 
  Yes   No 
 
2. I am comfortable with computers. 
  Yes   No 
 
3. Typing is not a problem for me. 
 Yes  No 
 
4. I like reading. 
  Yes   No 
 
SECTION B 
If you answer NO for following questions no more than two, you are still okay to take 
online course. 
 
1. I am familiar with words like “ download, set up, e-mail”. 

 Yes   No  
 

2. I like to learn new things. 
 Yes   No       

 
3. I ask if I don’t know. 

 Yes   No 
 

4. I can work alone. 
 Yes   No 
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5. I am ready to study 10-15 hours a week. 
 Yes   No 

 
6. I can read a manual to operate a TV or VCR. 

 Yes   No 
 

7. I like computers and new technologies. 
 Yes   No 

 
8. I realize online courses might be harder than classroom courses. 

 Yes   No 
 

SECTION  C 
Answer the following questions according to your own situation. 

 
1. I like the freedom to study whenever I want to do. 

 Yes   No 
 

2. Online learning fits nicely in my busy schedule. 
 Yes   No 

 
3. I like writing letters and talking to my friends. 

 Yes   No 
 

4. I would be happy if my instructor answered me in a personal manner. 
 Yes   No 

 
5. I like the idea of taking a break anytime during a class. 

 Yes   No 
 

SECTION D 
Up to this section, if you have answered YES to most of the previous questions, you will 
most likely fit into Online learning environment. 
 
1. I sometimes feel I didn’t say the right thing after I had said it. 

 Yes   No 
 

2. It is a fact that when I organize my thoughts before I speak I express myself better. 
 Yes   No 

 
3. I have always wanted to have pen-pals from around the world. 

 Yes   No 
 

* Turn in your answers with other Online admission requirements to the Admissions 
Office. 
Student Signature ______________________________________________ 
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